Question Concerning Extraterrestrial Incarnations
Q: What is going on, from a higher perspective, when people feel isolated and alienated from
others, as if they don’t belong here and are in the wrong skin. Is it possible that they are
actually experiencing alien visitations or encounters, or are aliens themselves?
A: This is a very interesting question because it deals with how Souls, including different Soul
races, incarnate into physical being generally. So, to answer this, we need to back up a bit, and
the first thing that we have to say is that as Spiritual Beings, each time you incarnate into a
physical body in physical reality, it can seem to be a very “alien” experience.
To begin with, regardless of what soul race your soul is originally derived from (understanding
of course that there are many difference Soul races throughout the Universe), the fact alone
that you personally are a physical incarnation of your Soul, which is essentially spiritual, multidimensional and energetic in nature, can seem off putting. So, incarnation of a Soul into
physical being-ness, right from the get go, can feel to you as if you are existing in an “alien”
form. If newborns could speak within days of being born, they would probably have lots to say
about the strangeness of not only being born, but actually existing again in physical form…
In general, Souls known to each other, or that are from the same cadre, tend to physically
incarnate together, and usually maintain the same group relationships within the context of a
physical lifetime. Those relationships then, are not only apparent during the physical lifetime,
but they are identifiable at a Soul level as well, and we would go as far as to say that, in general,
family members, friends, colleagues, groups, and sometimes even tribes, cities, nations and
whole races can, at times, have this kind of familiarity. Naturally, this helps one feel included,
and that they “belong”.
This is especially important to younger Souls, meaning those souls that have not experienced
numerous incarnations. It’s a kind of safety in numbers approach, and even more importantly,

it is an approach that allows maximum interactions and, as a result, maximum karmic and other
learning experiences shared between young Souls.
Now with respect to all this, feelings of isolation in the world can usually be derived from two
sides, and, again, this is dependent upon, for the most part, Soul Age. For younger Souls, the
feeling of isolation can indicate an awkwardness with respect to physical incarnation, in other
words, a Soul just starting out in terms of incarnating into a physical body within a given
universal dimension. This is because the Soul creating physical lifetimes, which could include
you of many, hasn’t really had the experience of translating its Soul relationships into
relationships in physical form, something older and more mature Souls with more lifetimes
under their belt, might. As a result, a feeling of isolation as the experience of the individual is
quite possible.
But as a counterpoint to this experience that a younger Soul might have, feelings of isolation
can also be an indication of a much older Soul that is in the process of cycling off its physical
incarnations. Older Souls tend to deal more with self-karma, or karma that is being dealt with in
an internalized manner, as opposed to younger Souls who rely on karmic interaction with
others for Soul growth. As a result of that scenario, an older Soul might not have as many
associations or relationships in the physical lifetime, since many of its Soul group (those
relationships it has at a Soul level) may not be in physical incarnations any longer.
A lack of relationships could tend to make one feel isolated in a similar way, although to be
clear and as a rule, most older Souls will have extremely close, longer-term and limited
relationships. That said, frankly, older Souls tend not to have intense feelings of isolation or
loneliness and, in fact, generally prefer being alone and introspective.
So, generally, older souls rise above those feelings and, even though they certainly are not
necessarily loners, they just don’t have the intense need for interpersonal relationships the way
younger Souls do. Those listening who would like a more in depth look at Souls and how

lifetimes are planned through reincarnation can refer to the book, “Wheels of Creation” where
life before and after a physical lifetime is described in detail from the perspective of the Soul.
So as a beginning, and to answer your question, first and foremost is the consideration of Soul
age. But there are other consideration concerning isolation and feelings of disassociation that
can also come into play. And secondary to Soul age is the consideration of “Soul Race”.
Now this might be a controversial topic, if it is seen through current world perspectives, but
let’s explain. First of all, everyone must understand that from a Soul perspective, or the
perspective of the God force and originating All That Is, please be aware that no Soul race is
ever considered to be better than another soul race. Although the world is dealing with
centuries of racial distinction in physical life, mostly derived from younger Soul karma
generated millennia ago and corrected as one’s Soul age becomes older, truly no Soul race is
better, worse, good or bad.
However, the discussion of Soul race can become extremely complex. First of all, different areas
in the Universe are designated for the physical incarnation of different and specific soul races.
This is true in all dimensions.
At the highest Universal Dimension, the Twelfth Dimension, which is considered the realm of
God and origination of all Souls and all Soul races, there are many Soul races. To us, most of
these would be considered extraterrestrial Soul races, just as when they incarnate in physical
bodies, we would consider them extraterrestrial beings.
If you are of the Human Angelic Soul race incarnating in physical human form, in general your
Soul will create physical incarnations in that part of the universe, and galaxy, that you current
know as your own galaxy and Solar System. As a result, most Human Angelic Souls will have
physical incarnations, speaking now of the Third Universal Dimension where we exist currently,
on the planet known as Earth.

Similarly, in other dimensions, lower and higher, Human Angelics will incarnate physically in the
same universal sector, on Earth as it is known in that other Universal Dimension. As an example,
as found in the book Timeline Collapse and Universal Ascension, Earth in the Fifth Universal
Dimension is known as Terra, and in the Seventh Universal Dimension it is known as Gaia.
Usually, if you are from a specific Soul Race, you will continue to incarnate in all Universal
Dimensions within that sector of the Universe that is intended for your Soul Race’s incarnation.
So, for Human Angelic Soul race, that means the space know as this Solar System on Earth.
But what happens occasionally is that sometimes older Souls, or Souls that has earned higher
consciousness in some way, will reach out of their designated Soul race sector. Because of their
higher energy and achieved consciousness, they are afforded the possibility of physically
incarnating in various other segments of the Universe within that same Universal Dimension.
Think of this as Soul emigration, where a Soul that originates from one Soul race might branch
out and incarnate into the physical form of those beings who exist on other planetary systems,
sometimes in far reaching galaxies, not unlike someone on Earth from one continent emigrating
to another continent where their own race is not a majority.
So, when this happens, you might have a Human Angelic Soul incarnate as a Pleiadians being in
the Pleiades. Similarly, you might have a Soul from the Pleiadians or even Draconian Soul Races
incarnate as a Human Being on Earth.
Now make no mistake, these incarnations are very much within the physical body of the locale
where they are incarnating. However, therein also lies a dilemma for these Souls. Since the
physical bodies into which different Soul races incarnate are usually tailored to that specific
Soul race, sometimes a Soul from one Soul race incarnating into the physical body intended for
a different Soul race can be problematic.

They can be problematic in the sense that that soul race is not necessarily designed or does not
have the affinity for that particular body in that particular physical existence. However, it does
not mean that it is impossible.
As an example, they might not have all of the personality features that are available to Human
Angelic soul in a human body. An extraterrestrial soul incarnating in a human body might not
have that adaptability, and perhaps, as an example, might not have been afforded the ability to
have certain personality or emotional features. As a further example of this, usually Draconian
influenced souls or souls that are of Draconian origin will probably have limited empathy, since
almost all Souls from that Soul race have a service-to-self orientation.
We have talked in the past about two different soul orientations for different Soul race, which
includes those Souls that are service-to-self and those that are service-to-others. So, if Human
Angelics are essential a service to others Soul orientation, you can imagine the fundamental
difficulty of a Draconian Soul, that is a Service to Self Soul group, incarnating in a body designed
for Human Angelic Souls. And the inverse is true as well.
So, again using our example, a Soul that has the majority of its lifetimes, on the Soul’s Wheels
of Creation, in the Draco system that then incarnates a few lifetimes on the same Wheel as a
Human Being, will tend to have bleed throughs from its other lifetimes, or reincarnations, that
seem alien and distinctly different.
And this can lead to isolation, which, aside from some of the physical discomforts and
variations that can occur, becomes one of the main dilemmas for the individual lifetime. And
that brings us back to our original point and question.

So, this then becomes a principal reason many individuals who have intense interest, or even
contact, with extraterrestrials or UFOs, might actually be having such interest or contact. Or, at
the least, this might be the reason they feel distinctly different in their skin and in their lives, or
even isolated from their fellows, alienated and lonely.
Now there are also a lot of other extensions to this idea of multi-Soul race incarnations, or
incarnation of Extraterrestrial Soul races on Earth, and we have discussed with you in detail the
attempted “bio-invasion” that is currently occurring whereby Zeta and Draconian Soul races
from the Draco Constellation have weaponized the concept of cross-planetary Soul race
incarnations, incarnating into human bodies at the current time.
In history on Earth, you have many examples of races and nationalities sending their people to
explore, conquer and colonize new continents, such as the example of England sending its
populations to the Americas or Australia. Currently, mainland China is attempting exactly the
same strategy, claiming that those who have emigrated from the Chinese mainline to other
regions give them a claim to this or that region. Russia in its invasion of Ukraine has claimed
the same thing.
They are us and we need to go and help them. Now expand the concept to Soul races, and you
can see how certain Soul races are using this same technique to colonize Earth. That is similar
to what we have discussed as the bio-invasion of Draconian and Zeta soul races on the planet
Earth.
Although that is problematic at best currently on Earth, there are also Soul races incarnating in
human form on Earth that are quite positive. One example is the Pleiadian Soul race. The
Pleiadians are a separate and distinct soul race, but they are very closely related to and akin to
the Human Angelic Soul race, so the cross over there is much easier.

Pleiadian Souls incarnating in human form tend to be the great scientists and inventors of your
time. These are the people who have come up with things that seem futuristic or nextgeneration, and this is possible because they are actually being influenced by Pleiadian Souls
that are generally of a higher consciousness. An individual like Nicola Tesla is a perfect example
of Pleiadian Soul incarnating in human form for the benefit of Human Angelic race. Like Human
Angelic Soul race, the Pleiadian Soul race has a Service to Others orientation.
Zetas and Draconian Soul races, on the other hand, originate from Service to Self-orientation,
and, even when incarnated in physical human bodies, are hive-minded and have little to no
belief in free will. Much of the authoritarianism emerging in the world today tends to be
orchestrated by a proliferation of individuals who are, make no mistake, incarnated in human
bodies and physically human, but whose Souls are, in reality, Draconian and Zeta originated.
We should conclude by saying that we’ve answered this with respect to this particular question
concerning extraterrestrials, but to be clear, there are numerous other reasons an individual
might feel isolated and alienated, from karmic endeavors to particular features that their Soul
positioned in the personality for the purpose of Soul growth in certain areas. One size doesn’t
fit all, and each person is a unique extension of their Soul.
But hopefully, we have answered the question concerning why someone might feel
disconnected from the world around them, why they might have specific ties to alien (to us)
worlds and how such a disassociation can originate at a Soul level. And, as usual, we have
covered the even greater complexity these questions can all have from a multidimensional
viewpoint.
Please join us again next time as we delve into your questions, and take a look at things from a
higher perspective.

